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Question 3 
 
Explain why and how the role of the federal government changed as a result of the Civil War with 
respect to TWO of the following during the period 1861–1877: 

Race relations 
Economic development 
Westward expansion 

 
The 8–9 Essay 

• Contains a clear, well-developed thesis that explains why and how the Civil War changed the 
role of the federal government in TWO aspects of society from 1861–1877. 

• Develops the thesis with considerable specific and relevant historical information. 
• Covers both the why and how; coverage may be somewhat uneven. 
• Provides effective analysis of TWO topics. 
• May contain minor errors. 
• Is well organized and well written. 

 
The 5–7 Essay 

• Contains a thesis that partially explains why and how the Civil War changed the role of the 
federal government in TWO aspects of society from 1861–1877. 

• Supports the thesis with some specific and relevant historical information. 
• Covers both the why and how; coverage may be significantly uneven. 
• Provides some analysis of TWO topics; treatment may be unbalanced. 
• May contain errors that do not seriously detract from the quality of the essay. 
• Has acceptable organization and writing. 

 
The 2–4 Essay 

• Contains a confused or unfocused thesis or simply paraphrases the question without 
explaining why and how. 

• Provides minimal relevant information or lists facts with little or no application to the question. 
• Covers only the why or how or makes general statements for both. 
• Describes only ONE topic or addresses TWO topics in a general way. 
• May contain major errors. 
• May be poorly organized and/or poorly written. 

 
The 0–1 Essay 

• Lacks a thesis or simply restates the question. 
• Demonstrates an incompetent or inappropriate response. 
• Has little or no understanding of the question. 
• Contains substantial errors. 

 
The — Essay 

• Is blank or completely off task. 
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Question 3 Fact Sheet 
 
Race Relations 
 
Why 
Lincoln and the secession issue 
Role of the border states 
Lincoln’s changing view of war 
Lincoln’s chance to implement a Republican agenda 
Presidential and Congressional Reconstruction 
Radical Republicanism in Congress (1867–1877) 
 
How 
Emancipation Proclamation (1863) 
Lincoln’s 10 percent Plan (1863) 
Wade–Davis Bill (1864) 
Black soldiers in the Union Army (1862) 
Sherman’s March 
Sherman’s /Special Field Order #15 (1865) 
13th Amendment (1865) 
Freedmen’s Bureau (1865) (Oliver O. Howard) 
Radical Republicans dominate Congress 
Thaddeus Stevens and Charles Sumner 
Black Codes (1865–1866) 
Civil Rights Act (1866) 
14th Amendment (1868) 
Andrew Johnson and impeachment 
Reconstruction Plans (beginning in 1863) 
Ku Klux Klan 1866/groups of terror 
Ex Parte Milligan (1866) 
15th Amendment 
The Enforcement Acts (1870–1871) 
Ulysses Grant 
Civil Rights Act (1875) 
Redemption (1870’s) 
Slaughterhouse Cases (1873) 
U.S. v. Cruikshank (1876) 
U.S. v. Reese (1876) 
Election of 1876 (Hayes vs. Tilden) 
Compromise of 1877 
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Question 3 Fact Sheet (continued) 
 
Economic Development 
 
Why 
Federal government’s consolidation of power  
Consequences of laissez-faire capitalism 
Fulfillment of Republican Agenda—economic 
Railroad unifying America 
 
How 
Monetary issues: “Greenbacks,” income tax, etc. 
Increase in iron and steel production—Birmingham, Alabama 
Southern Homestead Act (1866) 
Morrill Tariff Act (1861, 1862, 1864) 
National Banking Act (1863–1864) 
Pacific Railway Act (1862, 1864) 
Homestead Act (1862) 
First Transcontinental Railroad (1869) 
Union Pacific Railroad 
Central Pacific Railroad 
Public land to the railroads—100 million acres of public lands and $64 million in loans and  
   tax incentives 
Coinage Act (1873)/“Crime of ‘73” 
Use of federal troops to break up Great Railroad Strike (1877) 
Compromise of 1877—aid to the South 
 
Westward Expansion 
 
Why 
Transcontinental Railroad 
Various economic impulses creating unified national markets 
Dealings with Native Americans 
 
How: 
Homestead Act (1862) 
Morrill Land Grant Act (1862) 
Congress charters railroads 
Pacific Railway Act (1862, 1864) 
First Transcontinental Railroad (1869) 
Union Pacific Railroad 
Central Pacific Railroad 
New states in the union—Kansas, Nevada, Nebraska, Colorado 
Alaska “Seward’s Folly” (1867) 
The Mining Frontier 
Indian wars/treaties 
Buffalo Soldiers 
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Question 3 
 
Overview 
 
The clear intent of this question was to have students address changes in the federal government that 
came about as a result of the Civil War in two of the three specific areas cited (race relations, economic 
development, westward expansion).  
 
Sample: 3A 
Score: 9 
 
The thesis (which appears at the end of the introductory paragraph) is clear and well developed 
throughout the essay. There is substantial and relevant information, especially in the race relations 
discussion, although there is general balance between the two topics. It nicely integrates past events into 
the years 1861–1877 (i.e., failure of past compromises in earlier years). The essay fades somewhat with 
economic development and lacks the same level of specific information found in the discussion of race. It 
is nevertheless an outstanding essay. 
 
Sample: 3B 
Score: 5 
 
This essay’s thesis maintains that “Race relations and western expansions [sic] were issues handled quite 
differently before and after the Civil War.” There is minimal relevant information (the Amendments and poll 
taxes, for example), but the analysis on both topics is solid in showing changes and limits in the 
government’s role. The essay is acceptably written and organized. 
 
Sample: 3C 
Score: 3 
 
This essay has a largely confused and unfocused thesis. The discussion contains minimal relevant 
information; the one specific measure cited lies outside the chronological period and is unconnected to it. 
The two topics are addressed in a general and superficial manner. 




